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Gifts for the Selfie-Obsessed
Instagram Addict

For all those selfie addicts who cannot keep
themselves from getting a selfie whenever
there's an imperative individual, fascinating
milestone, or simply some cool lighting in the
region, here are eight essentials to make those
Insta-selfies gather distraught hearts:
This minuscule little DxO One clip-on
transforms your normal old iPhone into an
exceptionally fit camera. Matched with the DxO
One application, you all of a sudden have
approach to a much better lens and DSLR-level
control over gap, screen velocity, ISO, and way
more. You can likewise simply shoot in auto
mode if that is overpowering. It costs $599.
The Photojojo stick-on lenses ($20-$115)
give you the best of all the lenses: a
pocket-accommodating camera and some
magnificent glass. They take a shot at any cell
phone, as well, so you don't need to stress over
what era or model you currently own.
Cell phone flashes are normally ghastly.
Photojojo's convenient clip in frill ($30) includes
a great deal more normal measure of light to a
darker setting that a cruel, splendid blaze.
This little Gorillapod ($14.50) cinches onto
your cell phone with its delicate jaws, holding it
tight while you wrap its adaptable legs around
whatever adjacent stable structure you'd like. It
functions as a customary tripod also; you can
simply solidify the legs by pulling them straight.
The tiny remote ($7) connects to most cell
phones, so you can fire the camera application
from over the room. It works up to 30 or so feet
away.
Polaroid's Zip Instant Mobile Printer
($130-$180) gives you the opportunity to print
your Instagram pictures or any photograph on
your cell phone rapidly and effortlessly.
In case you're always taking pictures, your
cell phone is continually kicking the bucket.
These wallets ($65 and up) have a battery pack
inside to power up a cell phone so they'll never
miss that immaculate photograph operation or
stay out of cont act.
You can either lease or purchase a Selfie
Station, which is fundamentally a celebrated,
Internet-associated photograph stall that
resembles a monster iPhone and their
Photobooth capabilities.

Google’s Quantum Computer
Explained

A group of scientists from Google's artificial
intelligence labs has distributed results which
exhibit its questionable D-Wave quantum
computer that truly works out difficult problems
at 3,600 times faster than the standard computer.
Google purchased one of D-Wave's quantum PCs
in 2013. Asserted to be the "world's first
commercial quantum computer," the gadget sits
at NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain
View, California, where it's coded to handle
improvement issues that quantum PCs should be
useful for.
However, scientists have not been able to
demonstrate regardless of whether the computer
really exploits genuine quantum impacts.
Presently, the group from Google has distributed
results on the arXiv server. The normal computer
utilized a procedure known as simulated
annealing, while the quantum computer utilized
what's known as quantum annealing.Google
clarifies what happened by stating that they
found that for issue occurrences including about
1000 double variables, quantum strengthening
fundamentally outflanks its established partner,
simulated annealing, by including an extra bit to
the sequence. It is more than 10^8 times speedier
than simulated annealing running on a solitary
center. They likewise contrasted the quantum
equipment with another calculation called
Quantum Monte Carlo. This is a technique
intended to imitate the conduct of quantum
frameworks, yet it keeps running on routine
processors.

As Technology Review focuses out, regardless of
the possibility that the outcomes are checked, they
disregard the way that the normal PC wasn't
utilizing the most productive calculation it could. It
was utilizing a procedure that was algorithmically
like the one running on the quantum computer;
however an option methodology could
conceivably have given it a chance to gone
through its algorithms +speedier.
The Google group focuses out the potential for the
normal computer to run faster wouldn't reach out as
the issues developed in size later on. That is the reason
it thought about the two calculations it did. Be that as
it may, for the present, the new claims still appear to
be liable to be debated by quantum physicists.

What Really Happens
When You Get Shot

Delineations of gunshots in movies and TV shows
are standard, and uncontrollably creative. These
samples are exceptions. Infiltrating injury and
tissue harm from shots are a touch distinctive.
They can possibly slice through arteries and
substantial veins without alarming the body's
muscles to issues. Bullets hitting the limbs, making
"tissue wounds”, is a film myth, and for the most
part not something that police or troopers are
prepared to deal with.
Any injury in an artery can prove to be fatal, If an
artery gets hit by a bullet, it gets ruptured. Heart
unfortunately keeps on pumping blood so as to
provide oxygen to the damaged tissue. In that
attempt a huge amount of blood is lost and that
blood gets infused into the neighboring tissues
thus being the major cause of infection. If that
bullet has hit some artery in the limb that infected
limb may need to be amputated.

The human body possesses certain barrier
instruments in the occasion of fast blood
misfortune. The vascular framework will drench
blood from the furthest points of the body into
the center to keep up perfusion to key organs;
however that is truly just compelling once the
opening gets stopped. Specifically, sudden
removals of those barriers will bring about the
encompassing muscle to get strained and
contract.
A major proportion of battle deaths are because of
a condition known as a "tension pneumothorax"
casually, a collapsed lung. Lungs are enclosed in a
cavity known as pleural pit which work because of
negative pressure within the pleural pit and
implies any kind of opening is terrible. The
objective is to keep any air from being sucked into
the mid-section hole, frequently with the
utilization of an occlusive dressing, whether it's
tape, or a seal. Any opening between the neck and
the navel is a potential concern. Distinguishing
and treating the tension pneumothorax likewise is
conceivable on-scene, yet it requires preparing
and gear. In a restorative crisis, time is constantly
basic, and clearly every exertion ought to be made
to empty setbacks to a healing facility. In any case,
survival may rely on the brisk impulses of a person
on call. Be that as it may, specialists never
underestimate anything, neither should you.

$800 Lightning Headphones
for Your iPhone's 3.5mm Jack
In the event that you don't want to use the
3.5mm headphone jack on your iPhone but you
still want to experience HD audio, finally your
fantasies will become true, in the form of
Audeze's new headphones, which consolidate
audiophile extravagance with an incorporated
Lightning connector.
The Audeze EL-8 Titanium headphones are
asserted to be the world's first with a completely
incorporated Lightning cable, along with a 2m
cable, a standard 3.5mm and ¼ inch adapters.
That cable additionally contains a digital signal
processor, digital-to-analog converter, and an
amplifier, which make the music reach your ears
from your iPhone or iPad. There, the
headphones utilize a 100mm planar magnetic
driver to make their yield.
A completely coordinated Lightning connector
for your iPhone, the Audeze EL-8 Titanium
Closed-Back earphones convey radiant sound
quality for all the music on your iOS gadgets.
This predominant execution for both your music
and voice calls is conceivable on account of the
earphone speaker and 28-bit DAC incorporated
with the Lightning link. Also, you get the
advantages of the exceptional planar attractive
driver taken from Audeze's first class LCD Series
earphones.

The EL-8 model gives you an exact listening
knowledge with a developed recurrence
reaction that opens up another expansiveness
of sound. Its driver is four times bigger than
most other headphones and gives magnificent
bass reaction alongside amazingly low twisting.
To coordinate the EL-8's noteworthy sound, its
modern outline is by BMW's DesignWorks.
Furthermore, sturdy aluminum development
guarantees that you'll have enduring happiness.
The headphones do highlight an in-line
amplifier and remote control that is Siri
compatible; however that appears to be
unrealistic to be the reason you'd purchase
these headphones. More probable, you'll be
purchasing them for the quality of the sound,
which is said to convey a similar listening
background with an augmented recurrence
reaction that opens up another expansiveness
of sound. At $800 they're not shabby, however
really they are at the lower end of the Audeze
evaluating range.

Hearables future

is facing challenges
Spike Jonze's film Her portrays a misleading
general public view that artificial hearing
gadgets could serve as human mates. The
forlorn future depicted in Her is precisely what
hearable innovation ought not advance into.
Bluetooth headsets acquainted the world
with the capability of hearables; however the
disgrace is still there and it gets highlighted in
health gadgets, like hearing aids. They give
the feeling that the client is socially
unbalanced and lives in his own world.

Yet, rather than only combating the current
shame, hearables’ organizations ought to
likewise mean to reshape it. Maurizio Cibelli,
prime supporter and CEO of Italy-based
Hutoma, stated that a startup is adding to the
innovation to make sincerely insightful neural
system frameworks like that of Her, but is
proving to be one of the greatest difficulties.
Items like Doppler Labs' Here and Motorola's
Hint expect to minister live encounters by not
just improving the sounds that individuals
need to listen, additionally detaching and
diminishing undesirable commotions.
One objective of organizations is to add to an
item or administration that will be utilized by
customers for the duration of the day for
whatever length of time conceivable. With
hearables, the gadgets ought to be
instinctive, simple to learn, and as
unpretentious to one's way of life as would be
prudent, for fear that the innovation turns into
an interim trend.
In a couple of years, there may be remote
earbuds that can encourage ongoing dialect
interpretation and use sensors to incorporate
biometric information to impact gaming.
Elbee and Valencell concentrate on utilizing
the ear to interface with different
applications.
Hearables organizations are right now
creating items that expect to both
supplement and amplify hearing. The items
come in all varieties. Keeping in mind these
organizations all have the mutual objective of
drawing in and growing the ear's focal points,
they all have distinctive thoughts for how to
do as such.

Li-Fi

100 times faster than Wi-Fi
The world may, in the long run, need to move
its dependency on Wi-Fi to Li-Fi, one of the
latest innovations that researchers say can
achieve rates of 1 Gigabits per second (Gbps) in
true means 100 times faster than standard Wi-Fi
speeds. At that pace, you could download an
HD motion picture in a manner of seconds.
It was created in 2011 where it exhibited the
capacity to achieve an incredible 224 Gbps
while in the lab. An organization called
Velmenni told the IBTimes UK that it took the
innovation out of the labs and into true
workplaces and mechanical situations in
Estonia where it could accomplish those rates.
Other than Velmenni, a few organizations have
as of now sprung up to convey Li-Fi to clients,
as Oledcomm and pureLiFi. The pureLiFi was
introduced by Harald Haas who designed Li-Fi.
Li-Fi transmits information utilizing LED lights,
which glimmer on and off in nanoseconds,
intangible to the human eye. Not at all like Wi-Fi
signals, which can enter dividers, Li-Fi depends
on light and can't go through walls, so its
extent is hypothetically more restricted. Li-Fi is
likewise conceivably more secure from being
used by an outsider.

The framework works similarly to Morse code,
utilizing visible light communication (VLC), yet
works at a pace that is too high to possibly be
identified by a human naked eye.
The Li-Fi innovation utilizes visible light
somewhere around 400 and 800 terahertz
(THz), and transmits messages through binary
code, giving it in-lab speeds sufficiently quick
to download 18 movies of 1.5 GB each every
second.
Li-Fi also opens more conceivable outcomes for
keen home apparatuses. Later on, LED lights for
the home could serve two capacities i.e.,
illuminating a room and making a system in the
house for gadgets to converse with one
another.
The framework isn't prone to supplant Wi-Fi
completely in the years to come. Be that as it
may, the two could be utilized as a part of the
online community to make quicker and more
secure systems. Rather, scientists are taking a
shot at retrofitting current gadgets to be Li-Fi
compatible.

All Rabwah

Cricket Journey
Skylite Networks has always provided the
opportunities of healthy activities in order to
provide nourishment and relaxation to its
employees.
Majlis Khudam Ul Ahmadya Muqami organized
All Rabwah Cricket Tournament. Skylite
Networks decided to take part in the tournament
and admitted the exclusive team of Skylite
Networks. The proposal of taking part in the
event was presented to the CEO of the company
who kindheartedly approved the scheme.
The first match of the event was played on
November 25, 2015 between the Skylite
Networks team and Jamia senior. After an
interesting and nail-biting contest, Team Skylite
won the match with only one wicket and
grabbed the attentions of not only
administration, but also, other teams of the
event.

Waqar e Amal

in Public Relations Office
Public Relation Department of Skylite Networks
held a Waqar e Amal of the office in order to
symbolize the spirits of Jamat e Ahmadiyya in
the workforce of Skylite Networks on December
1, 2015. Waqar e Amal is an exclusive Ahmadiyya
tradition in which people are encouraged to
work for cleanliness with their hands to create
the spirits of humility and humbleness. The staff
of Skylite Networks cleaned their rooms,
furniture, and shelves with their hands with
office workers and enjoyed the lesson of equality
and manliness with the help of this holy activity.

No Smoking
Zone

In the second match of the tournament, Team
Skylite locked horn against the team of
Bute-Ul-Hamed. It was a very tough contest but
team Skylite conquered after a very close battle.
The third match was played on December 5,
2015 against the team of Jamia Ahmadiyya.
Team Skylite once again displayed a very
outstanding display of quality cricket and
outclassed the Team Jamia comfortably and
reached the pre-quarter finals of the
tournament.
In the pre-quarter finals, Team Skylite entered in
the field against the team of Nusrat Abad on the
7th of December 2015. Team Skylite tried their
best and played extraordinary cricket, but in the
end finished on the losing side on the last ball of
the match.
It was a very positive juncture that has
highlighted Skylite Networks in playing colors
for the first time and has motivated the
sportsmen fraternity of Skylite to put their skills
to the test on the sports field for Skylite.

Tobacco is a silent killer and a slow poison for the
health of the human mind and body. The
Administration Office of Skylite Networks
celebrated
the
anti-tobacco
week
in
organization to raise awareness about the
dangerous impacts of smoking on human
health. In this regard, anti-tobacco posters were
drawn on the walls and pamphlets were
distributed among the staff. Skylite Networks
was made a smoking-free organization for a
week and no one was allowed to smoke in the
Skylite Networks workplace area.

Nasir High

Exhibition Stall
The Public Relation department of Skylite
Networks has been keen to promote the
professional expertise in the field of Information
Technology among the youth of Rabwah.

In this regard, the PR department has taken
strong steps to advertise the goals of Skylite in
different public platforms and forums in order to
deliver awareness and importance of the field of
the IT world.

Skylite Institute of Information Technology (SIIT)
took part in the Annual Exhibition of Nasir
Higher Secondary School. Skylite Networks
managed to run its stall for three days in an art
exhibition. During the exhibition, three
members of Skylite kept working on the stall and
provided all necessary information about the
introduction of the Skylite Networks, Institute,
courses, and other projects of Skylite Networks.
A huge number of people, including parents,
visited the stall of Skylite Networks and learned
about the organization. Majority of the people
took interest in the courses offered by SIIT. Our
representatives also handed out pamphlets and
Skylite’s The Voice newsletter that put a very
positive impact on the people.

Jalsa

Serat Ul Nabi
Skylite Networks arranged a gathering of
employees in remembrance of the Holy and
Prestigious day of 12th Rabi-Ul-Awal, the day
when the greatest Person ever arrived in this
universe, our Holy Prophet Mohammad (PBUH).
The holy meeting was held in the conference
room of Skylite Networks and all the employees
got together to learn the lesson taught by The
Holy Prophet (PBUH). P.R department invited a
special guest Mr. Ameen Ahmad Tanweer
(Murabi Silsala) to emphasize the interest and
describe the Holy Character of the Greatest
Prophet of God.
Honorable and respected guest elaborated the
different aspects of the life of Holy Prophet and
asked the audience to make these characteristics
the part of their practical life if they want to
succeed in this world and the Day of Judgment.
At the end refreshment was served to the all the
participants.

